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Abstract— This study explores the capability of an
Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) swarm to locate
and survey areas of interest as quickly as possible.
The swarming process involves decentralized control in
which UAS periodically select their respective paths after
sharing information sensed in their environment. The
implementation of a new swarming algorithm, Greedy
Share&Seek, was found to be capable of conducting timesensitive survey missions with higher performance than
a baseline algorithm without such information sharing.
Numerical simulations were employed to verify the increase in performance of the algorithm in a controlled
environment. In addition, the behavior was implemented
on an actual UAS swarm system and successfully demonstrated in a live outdoor flight test in which the system
surveyed an active radiation site using on-board sensors.
This approach generally worked and demonstrated realworld implementation feasibility.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Despite efforts to prevent nuclear proliferation,
nuclear weapons are still prominent and remain
a threat in the modern world [1]. In the event
of a nuclear blast, the primary step after evacuation is to send ground collection teams to collect
samples to analyze for attribution purposes [2].
However, due to the large-scale effects of such
weapons, it is both time-consuming and dangerous
for personnel to investigate these areas. The use of
multiple Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) teams,
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or swarm, may allow such areas to be surveyed
relatively quickly and with high detail [3]. Not
only is a swarm leveraging power by numbers, but
they can conduct such missions without putting
human lives in danger [2]. In using a UAS swarm
for such tasks, it is crucial to use the most effective
distributed control mechanism possible to gather
critical information in as little time as possible.
The goal explored in this paper is to use a swarm
to survey an area effectively and direct the search
to primarily focus on suspected areas of interest.
While the scenario of interest is related to quickly
finding and surveying regions with elevated radiation levels, the algorithms discussed below can
also be applied to other scenarios such as search
and rescue, intelligence gathering, or other disaster
relief situations.
The remainder of the paper is organized as
follows. Section II discusses general multi-agent
control frameworks and provides a background to
the swarm system that this algorithm was implemented on. Specific design details are provided for
the new Greedy Share&Seek algorithm and how it
compares to the Greedy Goto baseline algorithm
in Sec. III. Section IV analyzes the performance
of the new algorithm in computer simulations.
Section V examines the physical implementation
of this work in live flight test. Section VI proposes
methods for further improvement of the algorithm.
II. BACKGROUND
Swarm theory is based on the notion that complex behaviors often emerge from sets of simple, individual parts. This phenomenon is welldocumented in the literature [4]–[6], and has been
adapted into theories of swarm intelligence [7], [8]
as well as exploited to create artificial intelligence
(AI) in the control of robots [9], [10] using swarming algorithms.

Swarming algorithms differ across disciplines
depending on the end goal, whether this is to
locate a source, find hostile enemies, locate survivors, or map a general area [11]. Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) was one of the first effective
source localization algorithms [12]. Development
of this method has continued since its creation
[13]. PSO was designed to model natural swarms,
such as insects or birds searching for food. Each
UAS is assigned a random position within the
sampling area, and then it is given a random initial
velocity and acceleration, which subsequently updates during movement. The algorithm assigns the
acceleration to be weighted such that the UAS will
be more heavily directed towards areas where more
desirable values have already been obtained [13].
Other localization methods include gradient estimation for source localization [3], the Parallel Path
Planning Algorithm [14], and waypoint auctioning
[15] using methods like cost-benefit analysis and
coordination mapping [16], [17].
Swarm algorithms are realized using a variety of software techniques. The software used
in this research was based upon the Service
Academy Swarm Challenge (SASC) architecture
sponsored by the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA) and built by the Naval
Post-Graduate School (NPS) Advanced Robotic
Systems Engineering Laboratory (ARSENL). One
early use of the SASC software occurred in 2015
when NPS flew a swarm of 50 UAS controlled by
a single operator [18]. This implementation was
matured into the SASC swarm control architecture
[19]. The SASC architecture is used to control
teams of heterogeneous robots using a combination
of C++ and Python modules. SASC was used in a
swarm vs. swarm warfare competition [19] in 2017
and then modified at the United States Military
Academy (USMA) in 2018 to incorporate radiation
detectors to create heat maps of radiation sites
in a post-nuclear blast scenario [2]. This research
builds onto this latest implementation of the SASC
architecture.
III. S WARM B EHAVIOR D ESIGN
A. Baseline Behavior
A previously demonstrated distributed sequential greedy algorithm for surveying an area with
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multiple UAS was used as a baseline algorithm
for comparison. Greedy Goto discretizes an area
to survey into a grid of survey points which
get evenly distributed among the UAS and form
their path of points to visit [2]. The decentralized
planning process is only conducted once at the
start of the behavior before UAS head off to
collect survey point data. It starts with the UAS
with the lowest identification number (ID) greedily
choosing the closest unassigned survey point to its
current position, then adding the next point closest
to each previously chosen survey point, until it
has built a list, or path, with its share of survey
points. This process is sequentially repeated by
each subsequent UAS, resulting in each survey
point in the grid being assigned to a UAS. Each
UAS individually performs this entire planning
process and predicts what the other UAS will do to
determine what their flight path needs to be. This
leads to decentralized implicit coordination [20],
[21]. The purpose of Greedy Goto is to map an
area of suspected radiation and determine where
the radiation hotspots are located.
B. New Behavior Overview
The new algorithm, referred to as Greedy
Share&Seek, makes use of two significant design
modifications. First, a new communication message is added so that UAS can collect sensor data
at each survey point, and share that data to all
others in the swarm. This message contains the
survey point identifier and the value, or score,
of the reading for that survey point. This score
here is a radiation reading, as discussed in Section
V, but could be another property of interest in
different information gathering scenarios. Second,
UAS update, or re-plan, their behavior periodically
by using newly learned scores to concentrate on
the areas with higher predicted readings before
proceeding to less significant locations.
C. New Behavior Design Description
Initially, the structure of Greedy Share&Seek is
very similar to Greedy Goto, in that before UAS
initiate movement, they are assigned initial survey
points using the same process. However, then the
UAS do more than simply collect data along their
path and send it only to a ground station for
compilation. Instead, the data is also shared with

all other UAS in the swarm. Each swarm agent
stores these values in a field known as its Known
Matrix SK . Each cell in the matrix corresponds
to its respective survey point location in the grid.
A matching Prediction Matrix SP is created to
predict what the score may be at survey points
yet to be visited. Each score SP is initially set to
a default value, which is the lowest known score
surveyed up to any given time. Thus, this default
score can change during the search.
A variable is predefined to propagate the estimated decrease in score from a known survey
point score stored in SK to those surrounding it
according to Eqn. 1.
sP =

sK
pn

(1)

Here sP is the predicted score, sK is the known
score, p is the propagation variable, and n is the
number of cells away from the known value. For
example, if p is set to 2, and a point was surveyed
with a score sK of 4, the predicted scores for the 8
survey points directly surrounding the known score
would be sP = 4/2 = 2. Then predicted scores for
the 16 points two away from the initial reading
would be sP = 4/22 = 1. This process continues
until the propagated score prediction is less than
the default score. As such, every point has either
been surveyed, is predicted based off of a surveyed
point, or is predicted as the default score. This is
illustrated in Fig. 1.

newly surveyed point. Then after a predetermined
time, UAS re-plan their path using this shared
survey information. Here again, the lowest ID UAS
goes first, following a similar sequential process.
However, instead of choosing the closest points,
the UAS now employ a cost-benefit analysis. The
value v of going to any new survey point is
evaluated using Eqn. 2 by assessing the benefit of
that point driven by its predicted score, divided by
the cost to get to it, given by its distance d.
sP
(2)
v=
d
This value is calculated for every survey point
that has not yet been visited or assigned.
Communication is necessary for this process
because each UAS needs to know what is happening in other locations of the map, not just in
their vicinity. Additionally, communication allows
UAS to predict each others paths, so they can appropriately determine their own. Assuming perfect
communication, all UAS form the same prediction
matrices and plan the same path for each other.
While this assumption may break down in some
implementations, communication performance was
observed to be sufficient to exercise this system in
flight test [2].
Algorithm 1 gives a summary, in bullet form, of
the structure of the swarming algorithm according
to the methods described above:
Algorithm 1: Greedy Share&Seek Assignment
inputs:

output:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Fig. 1: Prediction Matrix where values in bold are
known, underlined are predicted, and italicized are
default
The prediction process is repeated for each
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SP : a prediction matrix
SK : known value matrix
t: time for re-planning process
waypoint path assignment

Set all values of SP to 0 and SK to blank
Initially assign survey points using Greedy Goto
After surveying a point, send new SK value to other UAS
After time t, update SP based on SK using Eqn. 1
Do sequential greedy assignment for each UAS (steps 6-8)
Determine number of points to assign evenly to each UAS
Assess value for each unassigned point using Eqn. 2
Add highest value point after point until UAS path full
Repeat re-planning after t, until no value in SK is blank

IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
A. Data Collection Process
The algorithm described in Sec. III was implemented in the SASC infrastructure described

in Sec. II. A software simulation tool named
SCRIMMAGE [22], which interfaces with SASC
was employed to conduct trials to compare the performance of Greedy Share&Seek to Greedy Goto
(Fig. 2). A virtual radiation field was created using
a separate file with assigned scores to each point
on in a grid (Fig. 3). The virtual field was inspired
by an actual heat map generated by a previous
UAS swarm over a live radiation field [2]. For
the sake of these simulations, one radiation hotspot
was used for every trial from which scores were
propagated outward at decreasing values from a
central cell. Note that the radiation levels in the
virtual radiation field decreased away from the
central hotspot propagated at a different rate than
the propagation value used by the UAS to predict
scores. The size of the map was held to 25x25
survey points for all trials.

Fig. 2: Running SCRIMMAGE Simulation

that ran it. In real life, this computation is distributed across each member of the swarm which
mitigates this concern. During each simulation,
data was read to comma-separated value file to
produce the graphs shown below.
B. Data Analysis
Figure 4 below summarize the data collected
from the four trials conducted for comparison.
These trials were conducted in SCRIMMAGE on
a 25x25 waypoint heat map, with a maximum
reading of 160 and a minimum reading of 10 in
the virtual radiation field. The variable of interest
is the cumulative total score recorded by the UAS
team. This metric is important because it is both a
combination of the total points visited as well as
the weighted importance of each point. Since the
overall goal is to locate and survey areas of interest
as fast as possible, a more significant increase in
total score represents more points being read in
these higher valued regions.
Figure 4 graphically depicts the performance
of Greedy Share&Seek versus Greedy Goto. It
is important to remember the goal of the new
algorithm is to locate areas of interest as fast as
possible, not necessarily survey the entire map as
quickly as possible. Thus, instead of looking at
how long it takes to obtain the final total score,
the data is analyzed for the time to reach 50% of
the total score.
TABLE I: Summary of Quantitative Results
# UAS
1
2
3
4

Fig. 3: Virtual heat map (left) inspired by actual
heatmap produced by a UAS swarm (right) [2]
A total of four trials were run, with one, two,
three, and four UAS, respectively. The limit was
held to four UAS because anything higher significantly slowed the simulation on the basic laptop
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Greedy Share&Seek
to 50% (s)
146.6
93.4
51.0
44.6

Greedy Goto
to 50% (s)
175.5
113.0
70.6
48.8

% Improvement
19.7
21.0
39.2
9.42

Table I clearly shows that Greedy Share&Seek
does provide an increase in performance over
Greedy Goto. Even as the number of UAS was
varied, the algorithm consistently outperformed the
baseline using the chosen metric. The trial for
one UAS was primarily conducted to demonstrate
that the re-planning process, involving predicting
other values and using the cost-benefit analysis, is
more effective than the baseline. The significant
decrease in improvement at four UAS is possibly

UAS the chance to survey points in that region.
This problem is addressed later in Sec. VI.
The graphs show that the total recorded score
of Greedy Share&Seek initially increases more
rapidly. This increase is significant because it
means the UAS are getting to the points labeled
with higher importance faster than the baseline algorithm is capable. However, the Greedy Goto total
score does eventually rise above that of Greedy
Share&Seek. This is not a concern and is expected
because the UAS simply move directly from point
to point based on a path optimized for the shortest
distance. Meanwhile, Greedy Share&Seek requires
UAS to gravitate away from the shortest path
towards areas of interest, then to return to the less
significant waypoints later.
V. F LIGHT T ESTING
In addition to conducting simulations, Greedy
Share&Seek was also implemented on a physical
swarm of F-450 quadrotors (Fig. 5) using the
SASC architecture described in II. The behavior
was modified to read in live sensor data from
an on-board gamma radiation count detector described in [23] and a laser range-finder to provide
height above ground measurements. This data was
processed on-board each UAS to estimate the
pseudo-source strength of the radiation according
to Eqn. 3 [23].
s=

Fig. 4: Greedy Share&Seek versus Greedy Goto
Comparison for 1 to 4 UAS teams

attributed to the fact that in the planning process,
each UAS sequentially chooses all of its survey
points before allowing the next UAS to select any
of its own. Thus, one UAS likely selected all of
the points in the area of interest, giving no other
U.S. Government work not
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4π(g − b)h2
r

(3)

Here s is the source strength, which then is
used as the score sK assessed at each survey point.
This is the value shared between UAS and used to
formulate the Prediction Matrix described in Sec.
III. g is the gross count rate and b is the background
count rate, h is the calculated relative height, and
r is the calculated response function specific to the
sensor version.
A flight test was conducted with the algorithm
at Savannah River Site as part of a larger field
exercise in April 2019. Fifteen sealed radiation
sources were positioned in a 50m diameter pattern
to create the effect of a distributed source. A
flight was conducted with two F-450 quadrotors
operating autonomously and configured to conduct
the radiation survey. The vehicles executed the

VI. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 5: F-450 quadrotor executing flight test at
Savannah River Site in April 2019

radiation survey using Greedy Share&Seek for 147
seconds, over which time three planning cycles
were completed and 71 points spaced 5m apart
were surveyed. Data analysis of the run suggests
that the behavior actually coordinated on raw
radiation readings versus processed readings Svalue due to faulty altitude sensor readings. As
such the heatmap produced in the test run (Fig.
6) is color coded based on net radiation counts
g − b instead of the s value. Values range from
0 (green) to 146 cps (red) net gamma count rate.
Despite this problem, the fundamental objective of
the flight test was accomplished. This is the first
known instance where a swarm of UAS surveyed
an active radiation field, and shared collected data
live within the swarm to improve the survey pattern
dynamically.

Fig. 6: Heatmap produced in flight test using
Greedy Share&Seek, Green: 0cps, Red: 146cps
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This research effort successfully implemented
a distributed control algorithm to coordinate a
team of UAS to conduct a survey autonomously.
A new algorithm was implemented with UASto-UAS communications and periodic re-planning
to redirect the swarm members towards areas of
interest. The new algorithm was implemented in
the SASC swarm infrastructure and was tested in
simulation using SCRIMMAGE tool, from which
recorded data revealed Greedy Share&Seek to outperform a baseline algorithm without such information sharing and re-planning. Additionally,
the new algorithm worked when applied to an
actual swarm in a live flight test in which UAS
coordinated to survey an active radiation field
using shared information from on-board radiation
sensors.
Multiple options may be considered to improve
the performance of the algorithm. First, the propagation variable used to compute survey score
predictions can be tuned. A value closer to 1
would propagate predictions further way but would
reduce the difference between cell values used
to select paths. In addition, other schemes may
be considered in the cost-benefit analysis value
assessment in Eqn. 2. Second, the time between
re-plan cycles could be adjusted from the 10sec
used in the simulation, and 60sec used in flight
test. Quicker re-plans enable the team to leverage
up to date information. However, too short of
periods could lead to control chatter where UAS
are not given enough time to execute the mission,
and instead re-plan over and over again. Third,
the steps in the sequential greedy portion of the
algorithm could be reordered. Instead of having
one UAS at a time select its entire path before
the next one makes its selection, each UAS could
take turns picking their next survey point in a draftstyle process. This process could help ensure areas
of interest are more evenly split within the team,
and therefore visited sooner. Finally, additional
measures may be explored to facilitate information
propagation and proper coordination in the event of
imperfect communications between agents in the
swarm.
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